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Abstract—WiFi usage significantly reduces the battery lifetime
of handheld devices such as smartphones and tablets, due to its
high energy consumption. In this paper, we propose “Life-Add”: a
Lifetime Adjustable design for WiFi networks, where the devices
are powered by battery, electric power, and/or renewable solar
energy. In Life-Add, a device turns off its radio to save energy
when the channel is sensed to be busy, and sleeps for a random
time period before sensing the channel again. Life-Add carefully
controls the average sleep periods of the devices to improve their
throughput while satisfying their operation time requirement. It
is proven that Life-Add achieves near-optimal proportional-fair
utility performance for the single access point (AP) scenarios.
Moreover, Life-Add alleviates the near-far effect and the hidden
terminal problem in general multiple AP scenarios. Our ns3 simulations show that Life-Add simultaneously improves the
lifetime, throughput, and fairness performance of WiFi networks,
and can coexist harmoniously with IEEE 802.11.

I. I NTRODUCTION
WiFi is one of the most successful wireless internet access
technologies, which has become prevalent for handheld mobile
devices, such as smartphones and tablets. One major concern
of the current IEEE 802.11 WiFi design is its high energy
consumption. Similar as GPS and Bluetooth, WiFi has been
recognized as one of the biggest energy hogs of smartphones.
It was reported that the IEEE 802.11 WiFi design may increase
the smartphone’s energy consumption by up to 14 times [1].
Therefore, smartphones may easily suffer from battery outage
with the current WiFi design.
Currently, there are two categories of works to prolong
the operation time of WiFi devices. The first class aims at
reducing the energy consumption of WiFi radios, e.g., [1]–[3].
The second class utilizes renewable solar charger or portable
battery to provide mobile energy replenishment without being
confined to the immovable electric power sources on the wall,
e.g., [4], [5]. Beyond these, it would be of great interest
to design lifetime-tunable WiFi devices while the throughput
performance can be also improved.
In this paper, we propose Life-Add: a Lifetime Adjustable
design for WiFi networks, where the devices are powered by
battery, electric power, and/or renewable solar energy. In this
design, a device senses the channel availability when it has a
packet to send. If the channel is sensed to be busy, it goes to
sleep for an exponentially distributed random time period and
then wakes up to sense the channel availability again. If the

channel is idle, it transmits the packet. Life-Add carefully controls the average sleep periods of the WiFi devices to improve
their throughput and fairness performance while satisfying their
operation time requirement. We first formulate a proportionalfair network utility maximization problem for asynchronous
WiFi networks in single AP scenarios. Unlike traditional synchronized wireless networks, the channel access probabilities
of the WiFi devices are coupled due to channel contentions.
As a result, the attained network utility maximization problem
turns out to be a difficult non-convex optimization problem.
Through reformulations and manipulations, we develop a lowcomplexity solution and prove that it is near-optimal in practice.
In general, for multiple AP scenarios, due to the complicated
interference environment, the WiFi networks suffer from the
well-known “hidden terminal problem” and “near far effect”.
We extend Life-Add for the general multiple AP scenarios,
where we introduce congestion control to handle the hidden
terminal issue and leverage device collaboration to alleviate the
near-far effect.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

We propose a new model for operating WiFi devices,
and characterize the throughput and energy consumption
performance of each device. The attained performance
metrics are much simpler than those obtained from conventional two dimensional Markovian chain model [6]. The
reason is that our model exploits the memoryless property
of exponential sleep period distribution to simplify the
performance characterization.
We formulate a non-convex proportional-fair utility maximization problem for the single AP scenarios, and develop
a simple solution, i.e., Life-Add, to control the average
sleep time periods. We prove that Life-Add is nearoptimal, if the carrier sensing time is negligible compared
to the packet-plus-ACK transmission time. This condition
is satisfied for practical WiFi packet transmission parameters; see the Remark in Section V-D for details.
We generalize Life-Add to deal with the near-far effect
and the hidden terminal issue heuristically. Our key contribution here is to develop a new device collaboration
scheme, which improves the throughput and fairness performance. In addition, the Life-Add design is simple to be
implemented.

TABLE I. Performance comparison of different WiFi designs.
IEEE 802.11b
Avg Lifetime
Avg throughput
Jain’s fairness index [7]
successful ACK

147.87 min
0.9568 Mbps
0.427
68.3%

IEEE 802.11b
with RTS-CTS
168.79 min
1.0338 Mbps
0.402
98.6%

Life-Add
252.45 min
1.41 Mbps
0.691
87.45%

Our ns-3 simulations show that Life-Add simultaneously
improves the lifetime, throughput, and fairness performance of WiFi networks. A brief performance comparison
between Life-Add and IEEE 802.11b is provided in Table
I for the simulation scenario of Fig. 6. We also show
that Life-Add can coexist harmoniously with IEEE 802.11:
if some devices upgrade from IEEE 802.11 to Life-Add,
the throughput performance improves for both the devices
switching to Life-Add and those sticking to IEEE 802.11.
Compared to IEEE 802.11, first, the lifetime improvement of
Life-Add is due to turning off the radio during the backoff period. Second, by carefully designing and introducing collaboration among the devices, Life-Add has a smaller packet collision
probability and thus leads to a better throughput performance.
Finally, by successfully providing higher priorities to the lowthroughput devices, Life-Add can improve fairness performance
as a result.
•

II. R ELATED W ORKS
Performance analysis of carrier sensing multiple access
(CSMA) schemes for WiFi networks have been widely investigated since its seminal paper [6]. However, the two dimensional
Markovian chain model in [6] makes it difficult to control the
WiFi transmissions. Recently, a queue based scheduling scheme
called Q-CSMA, was proven to be throughput optimal [8].
These studies focus on throughput enhancement, assuming the
WiFi radio is turned on all the time for sensing, transmitting,
or receiving, which is not energy efficient.
Energy efficient scheduling schemes have been developed for
synchronized wireless networks (see the recent papers [9]–[12]
and the references therein). These works focused on slotted
wireless networks, such as cellular networks. Therefore, they
are not applicable to asynchronous WiFi networks.
Sleep-wake scheduling schemes have been developed for
wireless sensor networks to prolong the battery lifetime (see
[13]–[15] and the references therein). While these schemes
apply to asynchronous wireless networks, their focus is on light
traffic sensor networks where packet collisions seldom occur.
However, packet collision is one of the most serious problems
in WiFi networks.
Recently, energy efficient WiFi designs have received significant research attention due to the emerging handheld WiFi
devices with small battery capacity, e.g., [1]–[3]. In [1], the
authors proposed to reduce the power consumption in idlelistening by lowering the clock-rate in hardware. The authors
of [2] found that IEEE 802.11’s Power Save Mode (PSM)
was not efficient in the presence of competing background
traffic, and proposed a scheduling algorithm to resolve it. In

[3], the devices enter the sleep mode during the backoff like our
scheme, but without controlling the sleep period distribution.
While these studies improve the energy efficiency of WiFi
networks, they cannot improves the lifetime, throughput, and
fairness performance simultaneously.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
We first consider a WiFi network with 1 AP and N devices,
where all the devices are associated with the AP. Extensions to
general multiple AP scenario are discussed in Section VI.
A. Energy Model
Consider that device n will be used for a continuous time
duration no shorter than Ttarget,n before its battery dies out,
where Ttarget,n is called the target lifetime of device n. The
lifetime constraint of device n is given by
Tn ≥ Ttarget,n , ∀n ∈ N ,

(1)

where Tn is the actual lifetime of device n and N =
{1, 2, · · · , N } is the set of devices.
The energy cost of each device consists of two parts: the energy spent on the WiFi radio and the base energy consumption
in powering the non-WiFi components, such as CPU, screen,
etc. Let ERF,n denote the average energy consumption rate of
the WiFi circuit in device n when turned on, and EnonRF,n
denote the average energy consumption rate of the non-WiFi
components in device n. We assume that, when the WiFi radio
is in sleep mode, its energy consumption rate is negligible
compared to ERF,n . For example, measurements showed that
the WiFi radio in HTC Tilt mobile phone consumes an average
power of 72mW in the sleep mode while it consumes 1120
mW in the awake mode [2]. Let Bn represent the amount of
energy initially stored in the battery, and rn the average energy
replenishment rate for device n (either from renewable energy
source or from electric power supply), which can be obtained
from historical data.1 Then, the maximum allowable energy
consumption rate of the WiFi radio is
econ,n =

Bn
+ rn − EnonRF,n , ∀n ∈ N .
Ttarget,n

(2)

Therefore, the lifetime constraint (1) can be rewritten as the
energy consumption constraint as follows
en ≤ econ,n , ∀n ∈ N ,

(3)

where en is the actual energy consumption rate of the WiFi
radio. In practice, the energy replenishment rate of the solar
charger rn is usually low such that rn ≤ EnonRF,n . In order to
make sure that the lifetime constraint is feasible, we require that
econ,n ≥ 0. Therefore, Ttarget,n is no greater than Tmax,n ,
Bn /(EnonRF,n − rn ), where Tmax,n is the maximum feasible
lifetime of device n.2
1 If

a device relies only on the battery, we have rn = 0.
a device recharges from electric power supply, then rn > EnonRF,n
and Tmax,n is infinite.
2 If
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the sleep-wake channel contention scheme.
B. Sleep-Wake Channel Contention
We now describe our sleep-wake channel contention scheme.
Consider the uplink scenario, i.e., from the devices to the AP.
When a device wakes up from a sleep mode, it performs carrier
sensing immediately if it has a packet to transmit. We use ts
to represent the carrier sensing time. Since ts is very short, we
assume that the energy spent on carrier sensing is negligible;
see the Remark in Section V-D. If the channel is free, the device
transmits the packet; otherwise, the device goes back to sleep
immediately. The sleep period for each device n ∈ N is an
independent exponentially distributed random period of time
with mean 1/Rn , and the control of Rn will be discussed later.
If two devices begin transmitting within a duration shorter
than the carrier sensing time ts , they may not be able to
detect each other’s transmissions and a collision will occur. We
assume that the devices are within each other’s sensing range.3
Therefore, each device can perfectly detect the transmissions of
another device as long as the difference of their wake-up times
is larger than ts . If the AP successfully receives the packet, it
replies with an ACK. After data transmission, the WiFi radio
stays awake for an ACK or a timeout. Then it goes back to
sleep for another exponentially distributed time duration. The
average transmission time of a data packet is denoted by L
and the duration of the ACK is ta . Moreover, we assume that
when there is a collision, the average collision time plus timeout
can be approximated to be L + ta . Note that packet collisions
may also occur when some devices wake up before the ACK
transmission. We omit these collisions in our model to keep
the formulated design problem solvable. For similar reasons,
we also omit the events that some devices wake up during
the timeout [6]. However, they will be considered in our ns-3
simulations in Section VII.
We define a sleep-wake cycle as the duration between the
end of two successive timeouts or ACKs. Figure 1 illustrates
the sleep-wake cycles of three contending devices. After the
first ACK, the channel becomes idle and then the one with
the smallest remaining sleep period, i.e., Device 1, wakes
up and begins transmission. Since no other devices is awake
in the preceding and the following period of length ts , the
transmission is successful, and the AP replies with an ACK.
In the next sleep-wake cycle, since Device 1 and 2 wake up
3 This assumption is removed in Section VI when studying the case with
multiple AP scenarios.

and transmit within a time period shorter than ts , it leads
to a collision. If the transmitting device does not receive the
ACK before the timeout, it goes back to sleep for another
exponentially distributed time duration and again contends for
the channel to retransmit the packet.
For the downlink scenario, IEEE 802.11 defines a power
saving mode (PSM), where the AP periodically broadcasts
beacons to notify which devices have pending data packets in
the buffer. Each device with pending packets then sends a short
packet, called ps-poll packet, to the AP for channel contention.
After receiving a ps-poll packet from one winning device, the
AP transmits the downlink packets to the device [16]. Note
that the channel contention of the downlink case is similar to
the uplink case. We focus on the uplink scenario in this paper,
and will extend it to the general scenario with both uplink and
downlink traffic in our future work.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Characterization of Throughput and Energy Consumption
Let Xn denote the residual sleeping period of device n when
the latest sleep-wake cycle is over. Since the sleeping period of
device n is exponentially distributed with parameter Rn , Xn is
also exponentially distributed with parameter Rn , owing to the
memoryless property of exponential distribution.
Let βn denote the probability that device n obtains the
channel and transmits successfully after a sleep-wake cycle.
According to our sleep-wake channel contention scheme, device
n obtains the channel if Xi ≥ Xn + ts for all i ∈ N and i 6= n.
Therefore, βn is given by
βn = Pr(Xi ≥ Xn + ts , ∀i 6= n)
(a)

= E[Pr(Xi ≥ Xn + ts , ∀i 6= n|Xn )]


Y
(b)
= E
Pr(Xi ≥ Xn + ts |Xn )
i6=n

Z

∞

=
0




Y


exp(−Ri (xn + ts ))Rn exp(−Rn xn )dxn

i6=n

Rn exp(Rn ts )
P
= P
,
( i Ri ) exp( i Ri ts )

(4)

where (a) is due to Pr[A] = E[Pr(A|B)], and (b) is due to the
fact that Xi is independent for different device i.

Let pn denote the fraction of time that device n transmits
successfully with no collision. Each sleep-wake cycle consists
of three parts: transmission/collision, ACK/timeout and idle
period.
P The collision probability is determined by βcol =
1 − n βn , because for any sleep-wake cycle, it includes either
a successful transmission or a collision. The idle period is
the shortest sleeping period among N exponentially distributed
variables with parameter Ri , ∀i ∈ N . It is easy to show that
P the
idle period is exponentially distributed with parameter i Ri .
In our sleep-wake channel contention model in Section III-B,
the duration of each sleep-wake cycle is i.i.d.. By renewal
theory [17], pn is given by
βn E[trans]
pn = P
( i βi + βcol )(E[trans] + L[ACK]) + E[Idle]
βn L
=
L + ta + P 1Ri
i

=

a
( L+t
L

Rn exp(Rn ts )
,
P
1
i Ri + L ) exp(
i Ri ts )

P

(5)

where E[trans] represents the average packet transmission
time L, L[ACK] represents the duration of ACK ta , E[Idle]
represents
the expectation of the idle duration given by
P
1/ i Ri , and we have used the assumption that the average
collision time plus timeout can be approximated to be L + ta .
Let D̄n be the throughput of device n. In practice, D̄n is
proportional to the fraction of successful transmission time pn :
D̄n = pn αn ,

(6)

where αn is a scaling parameter depending on the physical layer
signal structure, channel coding and modulation. Note that our
control solution does not require knowledge of αn .
On the other hand, besides successful transmissions, each
device n may suffer from collisions, which also costs energy.
Thus, we denote Pn as the total fraction of time that the WiFi
radio in device n is turned on, i.e., transmitting or waiting for
the ACK. Similar to (5), we can show that
P
[1 − exp(−Rn ts )] i Ri + exp(−Rn ts )Rn
P
Pn =
.
(7)
1
i Ri + L+ta
The derivation of (7) is provided in [18]. Therefore, the actual
energy consumption rate of the WiFi radio is en = Pn ERF,n .
Hence, the energy constraints (3) can be rewritten as
Pn ERF,n ≤ econ,n , ∀n ∈ N .

(8)

Let us define bn , econ,n /ERF,n as the target energy efficiency
of device n, then (8) can be rewritten as
Pn ≤ bn , ∀n ∈ N .

average sleep period Ri for i ∈ N to maximize the total utility.
This design problem can be formulated as
X
max
(10)
ln(D̄i ),
~
R>0
i∈N

subject to the per-device energy constraint (9).
Substituting (5) and (7) into (10), this problem is rewritten
as the following problem: (Problem A)
!
1
max
ln Ri − N ln
Ri +
Ri >0
L + ta
i
i

 X
X
L
Ri ts + N ln
+
ln αi
− (N − 1)
L + ta
i
i
P
[1−exp(−Rn ts )] i Ri +exp(−Rn ts )Rn
P
≤ bn , ∀n.
s.t.
1
i Ri + L+ta
X

X

V. P ROBLEM S OLUTION
Problem A is a non-convex optimization problem. We first
consider a relaxed version of Problem A, i.e.,
!
1
(11)
Ri >0
L + ta
i
i

 X
X
L
− (N − 1)
Ri ts + N ln
+
ln αi
L + ta
i
i
!
X
1
, ∀n.
s.t.Rn ≤ bn
Ri +
(12)
L + ta
i
max

X

B. Problem Statement
Suppose that each device n is associated with a proportionalfair utility function ln(D̄n ) [19]. Our goal is to design the

X

Ri +

Notice that the only difference between the above problem and Problem
P A is the constraints. Since Rn ≤ [1 −
exp(−Rn ts )] i Ri + exp(−Rn ts )Rn , ∀n, the constraints of
(11) are looser than those of Problem A. Hence, (11) serves as
a performance upper bound of Problem A.
P
PIn the sequel, we solve (11) in two cases: i bi ≥ 1 and
i bi < 1, and show in Theorem 1 that the obtained solution is
ts
asymptotically optimal for the original Problem A as L+t
→ 0.
a
P
A. The Case of i bi ≥ 1
In this case, we provide an approximate solution to Problem
(11) in two steps:
P
(1) Define an auxiliary variable y =
i Ri . Given that
y > 0, Ri is determined by the following approximate
problem:

ln Ri − N ln y +


1
(13)
Ri >0
L + ta
i

 X
L
− (N − 1)yts + N ln
+
ln αi ,
L + ta
i
max

X

s.t. Rn ≤ bn y, ∀n ∈ N
X
Ri = y.

(14)
(15)

i

(9)

Note that this constraint is always satisfied when bn ≥ 1.

ln Ri − N ln

In [18], we show that the optimum solution to (13) is
determined by
Rn = min{bn , c∗ }y,

(16)

∗

where c satisfies

X
i

min{bi , c∗ } = 1.

(17)

(3) The AP broadcasts c∗ and y ∗ to the devices by piggybacking them on its advertisement beacons.
(4) On hearing c∗ and y ∗ , the device n computes Rn by (16),
and then utilizes Rn to generate its sleep period.

(2) Substituting (16) and (17) into (13), we get



1
max N ln y − N ln y +
− (N − 1)yts
y>0
L + ta

 X
X
L
+ N ln
+
ln αi +
ln[min{bi , c∗ }],
L+ta
i
i

(18)

which is an one-dimensional convex optimization problem of y. Taking the derivative of the objective function
and setting it to be zero, yields
q
(L+ta )
1 + 4N
1
(N −1)ts
∗
+
.
y =−
(19)
2(L + ta )
2(L + ta )
Substituting y = y ∗ into (16), the sleep period parameter
{Ri } is derived.
Note that Problem (13) has more restricted energy constraints
than Problem (11). Hence our solution (16), (17), and (19) is
feasible for Problem (11). Since (16), (17), and (19) achieves
an objective value given by (18), the optimum objective value
of Problem (11) is lower bounded by (18).
P
B. The Case of i bi < 1
Substituting the energy constraints (12) into (11), the optimum value of (11) is upper bounded by
max

Ri >0

X

ln bi − (N − 1)

X

i

Ri ts +

i

s.t. Rn ≤ bn

X

Ri +

i

1
L + ta

X



ln

i

!

Lαi
L + ta



,

(20)

, ∀ n.

In [18], we prove that the optimum solution to (20) satisfies
Rn = bn

X
i

!

1
Ri +
L + ta

, ∀ n.

(21)

Moreover, if (21)
Pholds, the optimum values of (11) and (20)
are identical. If i bi < 1, the linear system (21) has a unique
solution, which is given by
Rn =

bn
P
, ∀ n.
(L + ta ) (1 − i bi )

(22)

By this, P
we have obtained the optimum solution to Problem
(11) for i bi < 1.
C. Implementation Procedure

P
P
We first express the P
solutions for i bi ≥ 1 and i bi < 1
in a unified form. For i bi < 1, the solution (22) can also be
expressed by (16), where c∗ and y ∗ are determined as
c∗ = 1, y ∗ =

1
P
.
(L + ta ) (1 − i bi )

(23)

Our transmission control scheme is described as follows:
Life-Add: Lifetime Adjustable Design for WiFi Networks
(1) The AP gathers the system parameters N , L, ta and ts , and
the target energy efficiency
parameter
P
P bi from the
P devices.
(2) The AP checks if i bi ≥ 1 or i bi < 1. If i bi ≥ 1,
the AP computes c∗ and y ∗ according to (16) and (17);
otherwise, it computes c∗ and y ∗ according to (23).

D. Performance Analysis
The performance of Life-Add is characterized by the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Our solution (16), (17), (19) and (23) is asympts
→ 0.
totically optimal for Problem A as L+t
a
Proof: Here, we provide a proof sketch consisting of two
steps. We refer to a more detailed proof in [18].
In Step One, we show that our solution
Pis asymptotically
ts
optimal for Problem (11) as L+t
→
0.
If
i bi < 1, we have
a
in
Section V-B. If
derived
the
exact
solution
to
Problem
(11)
P
i bi ≥ 1, the optimum objective value of Problem (11) is
lower bounded by (18), which is achieved by our solution (16),
(17), and (19). On the other hand, we shown in [18] that the
optimum objective value of Problem (11) is upper bounded by

 X
X
L
N ln
+
ln αi +
ln[min{bi , c∗ }].
(24)
L + ta
i
i
Moreover, the gap between the lower bound (18) and upper
ts
→ 0. Therefore, our solution
bound (24) tends to 0 as L+t
a
(16), (17), and (19)
is
asymptotically
optimal for Problem (11)
P
ts
as L+t
b
≥
1.
→
0
if
i
i
a
In Step Two, we showP
that our solutionPsatisfies Rn ts → 0
ts
as L+t
→
0
for
both
i bi < 1. By this,
i bi ≥ 1 and
a
Problem (11) and Problem A tends to be the same problem as
ts
L+ta → 0. Therefore, our asymptotically optimal solution to
Problem (11) is also asymptotically optimal for Problem A.
ts
Remark: It is worth pointing out that the condition L+t
≈0
a
is satisfied in practical WiFi networks. For example, in IEEE
802.11b WiFi standard, the carrier sensing time is ts =
4µs [20], and the transmission time of the data packet and
ACK varies from 511µs to 1573µs for a packet with 0 to 1460
ts
bytes of payload [21]. Hence, L+t
≤ 0.00783.
a
VI. G ENERAL W I F I N ETWORKS WITH M ULTIPLE AP S
We now extend Life-Add to more general scenarios with
multiple APs, where some clients and/or APs cannot detect the
existence of each other because of the large network size. The
key challenge here is the complicated interference environment,
which makes the transmission control problem very difficult.
One such example is the asymmetric interference scenario
shown in Fig. 2, which is also known as the near-far effect
in wireless communications. In this example, Device 1 is
associated with AP 1 and Device 2 is associated with AP 2.
Since AP 1 is out of the interference range of Device 2, it
can successfully receive the packets from Device 1. However,
the transmissions of Device 2 is seriously interfered by Device
1. In the IEEE 802.11 WiFi designs, Device 1 will keep the
minimum backoff since its transmissions are always successful,
while Device 2 has high backoff time due to packet collisions
at AP 2. This significantly reduces the throughput of Device 2
and results in unfairness between the two devices [22]. Note

AP 1

Client 1

AP 2

Client 2

Interference

Fig. 2: An illustrating example of the near-far effect.
that the RTS-CTS mechanism has large overhead, thus it cannot
improve the throughput performance significantly.
Another challenge of the multiple AP scenario is the hidden
terminal problem, where a packet collision may occur at a AP
even if the transmission starting time of two packets are more
than ts apart, because the two devices cannot detect each other.
Therefore, the collision probability βcol is under-estimated.
We now extend Life-Add to the multi-AP scenario, and use a
heuristic design to handle these two challenges. In order to compute the c∗ and y ∗ in multi-AP networks, each AP overhears the
reports of bi from the devices within its communication range,
including the devices that are associated with other APs. Similar
overhearing procedure is supported in IEEE 802.11 MAC [23].
For example, to perform virtual carrier sensing, each device
overhears the packets from nearby devices to get the packet
length information contained in the packet header. In addition,
each device receives the beacons broadcasting c∗ and y ∗ from
all the APs within its communication range.
To resolve the near-far effect issue, Life-Add utilizes the
following device collaboration scheme: each device computes
the Rn s suggested by nearby APs, and chooses to use the smallest Rn value, which corresponds to the largest average sleep
duration. This helps to improve fairness among the devices.
For example, for the network shown in Fig. 2, Life-Add will
compute the backoff time of Device 1, by considering channel
contentions at both AP 1 and AP 2. This is as if nearby APs tell
Device 1 how many devices’ transmissions it interferes with at
each AP (in our example, Device 1 interferes with Device 2 at
AP 2). Therefore, Device 1 transmits conservatively to provide
more channel access opportunities to Device 2 compared to
IEEE 802.11.
For the hidden terminal problem, Life-Add employs the
following congestion control scheme similar to that of IEEE
802.11 [23]: Each device increases its average sleep period
1/Rn0 when it undergoes a timeout, and reduces 1/Rn0 when it
receives an ACK, where Rn0 is the actual sleep-wake parameter
adopted by the device. The sleep-wake parameter Rn assigned
by the APs is used as an upper bound of the actual sleep-wake
parameter Rn0 to ensure the lifetime constraint.
Life-Add for the multiple AP scenario is as follows:
(1) Each AP gathers the system parameters L, ta , ts and N ,
where N is the number of devices within its communication range (including those associated with other APs).
Each AP also collects bi from
P all these devices.
P
(2) P
Each AP checks whether
i bi ≥ 1 or
i bi < 1. If
∗
∗
b
≥
1,
the
AP
computes
c
and
y
by
(16)
and (17);
i i
otherwise, it computes c∗ and y ∗ by (23).
(3) Each AP broadcasts c∗ and y ∗ to the devices within
its communication range by piggybacking them on its
advertisement beacons.
(4) Each device n may receive multiple pairs of (c∗ , y ∗ ) from

nearby APs within its communication range. For each
(c∗ , y ∗ ), it computes the corresponding Rn using (16), and
chooses to use the smallest Rn value.
(5) Each device computes its Congestion Control Factor Fn .
Initially, the value of Fn is 1. Each time the device
undergoes a timeout, it doubles its Fn (up to a maximum
value of 32). Each time the device receives an ACK, its
Fn is reset to 1. The actual sleep-wake parameter Rn0 is
computed by Rn0 = Rn /Fn . Finally, the sleep period is
generated as an exponentially distributed random variable
with mean 1/Rn0 .
Life-Add differs from IEEE 802.11 MAC in the following
aspects: (1) In Life-Add, a device transmits immediately after it
senses the channel to be idle. However, in IEEE 802.11 MAC,
the device keeps sensing the channel for an additional backoff
time, which consumes much energy. This is known as the “idlelistening” problem in the literature [1]. (2) By using bn to
compute Rn , Life-Add takes the energy supply and lifetime
requirement of the devices into consideration. (3) Life-Add
intends to improve the throughput and fairness performance
by carefully controlling the transmission parameters and introducing the device collaboration scheme.
We finally note that a simpler version of Life-Add can
be derived by ignoring the lifetime constraints and simply
choosing bn > 1. This corresponds to the best throughput
performance of Life-Add, since the throughput is not sacrificed
to satisfy the lifetime constraint. This case will be considered
in our simulations in Section VII-B.
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We now provide ns-3 [24] simulation results to evaluate
the performance of Life-Add, where its physical layer is the
same as IEEE 802.11b. For the purpose of comparison, we
also simulate IEEE 802.11b MAC as well as IEEE 802.11b
MAC with RTS-CTS. All the simulation results are averaged
over 5-10 system realizations. We evaluate our system under
UDP saturation conditions such that the devices always have
UDP data to send. The packet length varies according to the
measurements in [25].
A. Single AP Scenario
We set up a WiFi network with 1 AP and 3 associated
devices in a field of size 50m × 50m. The sensing threshold
is set to -100 dBm resulting in a sensing range of approximate
110m. Therefore, all the devices can hear each other. The AP is
assumed to be connected to the wall power while each device
is equipped with a battery and a solar panel that provides
renewable energy charging. We assume the devices use HTC
Tilt smartphones, where if the WiFi radio is awake, the device
consumes4 1435 mW, and if the WiFi radio is in sleep mode,
the energy consumption is 387 mW. Each device has a battery
with a capacity of 1200 mAh.
4 It was measured in [2] that the energy consumption rate of the WiFi radio
of HTC Tilt 8900 series in awake mode is 1120 mW and the base energy
consumption rate is within 155mW 475 mW (an average of 315 mW) for a
total consumption of 1435 mW. When the radio is in sleep mode, the total
consumption is 315 mW + 72 mW = 387 mW.
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Fig. 3: Simulation results for single AP networks with homogenous devices.
TABLE II. Parameters of the heterogeneous devices.
Node
N1
N2
N3

Initial Battery
Level (in mAh)
200
100
66.6

Recharging
Rate (in mW)
187
90
67

Target lifetime
(in mins.)
18,36, · · · ,180
9,18, · · · ,90
6,12, · · · ,60

1) Homogeneous Devices: We consider a homogeneous scenario where all devices have the same initial battery level
(300 mAh) and recharging rate (160 mW). Fig. 3(a) shows
the average actual lifetime of the three designs with varying
target lifetime Ttarget . The actual lifetime of Life-Add increases
with respect to the target lifetime, while the actual lifetimes
of the other two designs stay constant. This figure shows that
the actual lifetime of Life-Add is adjustable and satisfies the
lifetime constraint (1). We note that even the minimum lifetime
value of Life-Add is longer than that of the IEEE 802.11 MACs,
because there is no idle-listening in Life-Add.
Fig. 3(b) shows how Life-Add realizes lifetime extension by
trading the total utility. The utility of a device is determined
by U (x) = ln(x), if the average throughput of the device is
x kbps. Life-Add can achieve tunable lifetime by adjusting the
average sleeping-backoff durations of the devices. However, for
the IEEE 802.11 MACs, it is not possible to adjust the utility
and the actual lifetime, and thus, the devices always have fixed
utility and lifetime.
2) Heterogeneous Devices: We now explore the performance
of Life-Add for a heterogeneous scenario. The initial battery
level Bn , energy recharging rate rn , and target lifetime values
Ttarget,n of the three devices are provided in Table II, where
the varying step sizes of Ttarget,n for the three devices are
different. Fig. 4 shows the tradeoff between the throughput and
actual lifetime of all three devices. We can see that Life-Add
can achieve higher throughput than the IEEE 802.11 MACs for
each device, which also implies a larger total utility.
B. Multiple AP scenario with Heterogeneous Devices
1) With Varying Number of Devices: We setup a field of
300m × 300m, in which we randomly deploy 4 APs and
varying number of devices. Each device is associated with the
AP that has the strongest signal, and the device only sends data
packets to its associated AP. The devices have heterogeneous
energy supplies. In particular, 1/3 devices only have access to
the energy stored in their batteries. Another 1/3 devices have
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Fig. 4: Simulation results for single AP networks with heterogeneous devices.
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Fig. 5: Simulation results for multi AP networks with heterogeneous devices: varying number of devices.
access to both battery energy and renewable energy from solar
panel. The last 1/3 devices are connected to the wall power
that provides high energy recharging rate. The initial battery
levels of all the devices are randomly generated by a uniform
distribution within the range of [200, 1000] mAh. The lifetime
constraints are ignored here by choosing bi > 1, which achieves
the best possible throughput performance.
Figure 5(a) shows the average lifetime performance versus
the number of devices. Life-Add prolongs the average lifetime
because there is no idle-listening. Figure 5(b) shows the total
utility provided by these three designs. One can see that LifeAdd achieves a larger proportionally fair utility.
2) CDF: Now we consider a field of 500m × 500m, in
which we randomly deploy 4 APs and 30 devices. The energy
supply of the devices are set as in Section VII-B1. Figure
6(a) shows the CDF (cumulative distribution function) of the
actual lifetime of the devices. The figure only plots the CDF
for the first 20 devices since the last 10 devices have infinite
lifetime due to the high recharging rate provided by the wall
power. Figure 6(b) shows the CDF of the throughput of the
individual devices (for all 30 devices). The average lifetime,
average throughput, Jain’s fairness index [7], and successful
transmission probability for this simulation scenario is provided
in Table I. Life-Add has better throughput performance because
IEEE 802.11 has too many collisions and the RTS-CTS mechanism is not efficient. It is relative easier to understand the
lifetime and fairness improvement.
3) Coexistence with IEEE 802.11: Finally, we explore the
coexistence between IEEE 802.11 and Life-Add. We set up
the network as explained in Section VII-B2. However, this
time AP 1 and 2 (randomly chosen) switch from IEEE 802.11
(without RTS-CTS) to Life-Add while AP 3 and 4 stick to
IEEE 802.11. Each device is associated with the AP with the
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Fig. 7: Simulation results for the coexistence of Life-Add and
IEEE 802.11.
strongest signal, which then determines the design used by the
device. Fig. 7 shows the lifetime and throughput CDFs of the
devices associated with AP 1-2 and AP 3-4, before and after
AP 1-2 switch to Life-Add. One can observe that, after AP 1-2
switch to Life-Add, the lifetime distribution of the devices using
Life-Add is significantly improved, because there is no idlelistening in Life-Add. The lifetime distribution of the devices
stick to IEEE 802.11 does not change much. On the other
hand, the throughput distributions for both groups of devices
are improved. Therefore, upgrading IEEE 802.11 to Life-Add
is beneficial for both the devices switching to Life-Add and
those sticking to IEEE 802.11, which provides the incentive to
employ Life-Add.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed Life-Add, a life-time adjustable design for WiFi networks. By using a sleep-wake
channel contention scheme, Life-Add can resolve the high
energy consumption of the current WiFi design. Then, by controlling the sleep period parameters carefully and introducing
collaboration among the devices, Life-Add has a small packet
collision probability, which implies high throughput. Finally, by
providing high priority to the low throughput devices, Life-Add
the improves fairness performance. Our simulation results show
that Life-Add has better lifetime, throughput, and fairness performance than IEEE 802.11b, and coexists harmoniously with
IEEE 802.11b. For future work, we are evaluating how LifeAdd behaves under TCP traffic and in the presence of downlink
traffic. Its hardware implementation is under preparation.
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